Chiplet Summit Helps Advance Chiplet Technology

SAN DIEGO, CA – October 18, 2022 – Chiplets Need an Event Covering All Aspects of Development

Chiplet Summit is a major addition to the chiplet ecosystem. Debuting at the Doubletree by Hilton San Jose on January 24-26, 2023, it covers architectures, design methods, interfaces, packaging, test and integration, and standards. It allows specialists in one area to get the understanding of other steps needed to complete the process. It will offer tutorials, expert tables, panels, and annual updates on a wide variety of subjects. It will show attendees how to use chiplets to reduce design cost and increase modularity and scalability. The results will be chips with wider applications and faster time-to-market.

The Summit will feature major vendor keynotes, expert tables, and technology and market updates. It will also offer helpful panels on packaging, design, and short-term and long-term trends. An exhibit area will showcase the latest products from industry leaders.

“Our goal is for Chiplet Summit to be the must-attend annual event for the industry,” said Chuck Sobey, Summit General Chair. “We invite the entire chiplet ecosystem to come together to learn about the latest technologies, establish face-to-face relationships, and set the direction for the industry.”

To discuss exhibiting, contact:

Elizabeth Leventhal,
Exhibit Sales Manager
Elizabeth@ChipletSummit.com
+1.760.809.5755

To ask about the program, contact:

Lance Leventhal,
Program Chairperson
Lance@ChipletSummit.com
+1.858.756.3327

About the Chiplet Summit

Chiplet Summit, produced by Semper Technologies, showcases the mainstream applications, key technologies, and leading vendors that are driving the rapidly expanding chiplet market. It is the first event featuring the trends, innovations, and influencers driving the adoption of chiplets in demanding processor, coprocessor, memory, communications, and AI/ML applications.

To learn more about the Summit, please visit https://chipletsummit.com/.